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The new novel, Sweet Tooth, is no exception. Set mostly in London during the early 70s, it is told (in hindsight from the
present day) by Serena Frome, a bishop's daughter brought up in the ...
Sweet Tooth by Ian McEwan – review - the Guardian
As a kind of fusion of McEwan's own Atonement and William Boyd's Reckless, with an intelligence plot inspired by the CIA's
secret funding of the literary magazine Encounter, Sweet Tooth plays with...
Sweet Tooth, By Ian McEwan - The Independent
In this stunning new novel, Ian McEwan's first female protagonist since Atonement is about to learn that espionage is the
ultimate seduction. Cambridge student Serena Frome's beauty and intelligence make her the ideal recruit for MI5. The year is
1972. The Cold War is far from over.
Sweet Tooth by Ian McEwan - Goodreads
Disappointingly, McEwan’s customary “wilful narrative sadism” is largely missing from Sweet Tooth. In its place is the smooth
contrivance at which he excels.
Sweet Tooth by Ian McEwan: review - The Telegraph
Sweet Tooth by Ian McEwan – review A satisfying spy novel with a literary twist provides both surprises and sly references to
McEwan's early work Ian McEwan: 'tricksy'.
Sweet Tooth by Ian McEwan – review - the Guardian
7:00AM BST 03 Aug 2012 Sweet Tooth, Ian McEwan’s latest novel, is set in the Britain of the early Seventies, specifically in
MI5, the Security Service. As we are reminded throughout, this is a time...
Sweet Tooth by Ian McEwan: review - Telegraph
Like McEwan’s 2001 novel Atonement (filmed with Keira Knightley), Sweet Tooth is unusual in having a female narrator who
writes with the benefit of hindsight some 40 years later. Her name is Serena...
Review: Sweet Tooth By Ian McEvan | Books | Entertainment ...
And in the same way I like both the Sex Pistols and U2, I’ve enjoyed the best of McEwan’s fiction in both modes. “Sweet
Tooth,” his new novel, is definitely mature McEwan, intermittently funny and...
‘Sweet Tooth,’ by Ian McEwan - The New York Times
SWEET TOOTH. by Ian McEwan. BUY NOW FROM. AMAZON ... Review Posted Online: Aug. 2nd, 2012. Kirkus Reviews Issue:
Sept. 1st, 2012. 2012 FALL PREVIEW: FICTION: Fiction . SKAGBOYS. by Irvine Welsh Fiction. THE MIDDLESTEINS. by
Jami Attenberg Fiction. TELEGRAPH AVENUE. by Michael Chabon Fiction. HOSTAGE. by Elie Wiesel Mystery. A FISTFUL
OF COLLARS. by Spencer Quinn Mystery. A KILLING IN THE HILLS ...
SWEET TOOTH by Ian McEwan | Kirkus Reviews
Sweet Tooth is a novel by the English writer Ian McEwan, published on 21 August 2012. It deals with the experiences of its
protagonist, Serena Frome, during the early 1970s. After graduating from Cambridge she is recruited by MI5, and becomes
involved in a covert program to combat communism by infiltrating the intellectual world.
Sweet Tooth (novel) - Wikipedia
SWEET TOOTH by Ian McEwan Maybe this started as a short story. Having said that Ian McEwan, is a brilliant writer.
Although I did think, it got bogged down during parts of the last third of the book. The book is set in the early sixties.During
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the height of the Cold War. Serena Frome (as in Frume) the main character, leaves Uni with qualifications in Maths. But her
one passion, is English Lit ...
Amazon.co.uk:Customer reviews: Sweet Tooth
Oh Ian McEwan, the big tease – master of the great turnaround, the twist that has his readers jumping from their seats, hurling
the book across the room in amazement. A twist you instinctively know must be coming, but which nevertheless fails to shock.
Sweet Tooth: Amazon.co.uk: McEwan, Ian: 9780224097376: Books
Ian McEwan's Sweet Tooth is that oddest of literary achievements: an ingenious novel that I compulsively read, intellectually
admired and increasingly hated. By the time I got to McEwan's last...
Ian McEwan's 'Sweet Tooth' Leaves A Sour Taste : NPR
Oh Ian McEwan, the big tease – master of the great turnaround, the twist that has his readers jumping from their seats, hurling
the book across the room in amazement. A twist you instinctively know must be coming, but which nevertheless fails to shock.
Sweet Tooth: Amazon.co.uk: McEwan, Ian: 8601404203992: Books
Ian McEwan remains one of my favorite living authors. His latest novel SWEET TOOTH makes my affection for him even
deeper. This is another of those stories like Kazuo Ishiguro's NEVER LET ME GO that too much said about the plot ruins the
novel for other readers.
Amazon.co.uk:Customer reviews: Sweet Tooth
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Sweet Tooth at Amazon.com. Read honest and unbiased product reviews
from our users.
Amazon.co.uk:Customer reviews: Sweet Tooth
McEwan has pulled off something remarkable here: "Sweet Tooth" is a suspenseful plot-and-character-driven novel with an
unexpected postmodern twist. It's Jane Austen meets John Le Carr meets John...
‘Sweet Tooth’ by Ian McEwan - The Boston Globe
From literary superstar Ian McEwan Ian McEwan comes Nutshell, a gloriously entertaining, wonderfully imagined novel, a
mesmerizing thriller to delight all readers. Trudy has betrayed her husband, John, who trusts and adores her. She’s living in
the marital home–a dilapidated, and priceless London townhouse–but John’s not there.

In this stunning new novel, Ian McEwan’s first female protagonist since Atonement is about to learn that espionage is the
ultimate seduction. Cambridge student Serena Frome’s beauty and intelligence make her the ideal recruit for MI5. The year is
1972. The Cold War is far from over. England’s legendary intelligence agency is determined to manipulate the cultural
conversation by funding writers whose politics align with those of the government. The operation is code named “Sweet
Tooth.” Serena, a compulsive reader of novels, is the perfect candidate to infiltrate the literary circle of a promising young
writer named Tom Haley. At first, she loves his stories. Then she begins to love the man. How long can she conceal her
undercover life? To answer that question, Serena must abandon the first rule of espionage: trust no one. Once again, Ian
McEwan’s mastery dazzles us in this superbly deft and witty story of betrayal and intrigue, love and the invented self.
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 bestselling author of Saturday and Atonement brilliantly illuminates the collision of
sexual longing, deep-seated fears and romantic fantasy in his unforgettable, emotionally engaging novel. The year is 1962.
Florence, the daughter of a successful businessman and an aloof Oxford academic, is a talented violinist. She dreams of a
career on the concert stage and of the perfect life she will create with Edward, the earnest young history student she met by
chance and who unexpectedly wooed her and won her heart. Edward grew up in the country on the outskirts of Oxford where
his father, the headmaster of the local school, struggled to keep the household together and his mother, brain-damaged from an
accident, drifted in a world of her own. Edward’ s native intelligence, coupled with a longing to experience the excitement and
intellectual fervour of the city, had taken him to University College in London. Falling in love with the accomplished, shy and
sensitive Florence--and having his affections returned with equal intensity--has utterly changed his life. Their marriage, they
believe, will bring them happiness, the confidence and the freedom to fulfill their true destinies. The glowing promise of the
future, however, cannot totally mask their worries about the wedding night. Edward, who has had little experience with women,
frets about his sexual prowess. Florence’s anxieties run deeper: she is overcome by conflicting emotions and a fear of the
moment she will surrender herself. From the precise and intimate depiction of two young lovers eager to rise above the hurts
and confusion of the past, to the touching story of how their unexpressed misunderstandings and fears shape the rest of their
lives, On Chesil Beach is an extraordinary novel that brilliantly, movingly shows us how the entire course of a life can be
changed--by a gesture not made or a word not spoken.
New from Ian McEwan, Booker Prize winner and international bestselling author of Atonement and The Children Act Machines
Like Me takes place in an alternative 1980s London. Charlie, drifting through life and dodging full-time employment, is in love
with Miranda, a bright student who lives with a terrible secret. When Charlie comes into money, he buys Adam, one of the first
synthetic humans and—with Miranda's help—he designs Adam's personality. The near-perfect human that emerges is beautiful,
strong, and clever. It isn't long before a love triangle soon forms, and these three beings confront a profound moral dilemma. In
his subversive new novel, Ian McEwan asks whether a machine can understand the human heart—or whether we are the ones
who lack understanding.
A jewel of a short story from the author of Atonement and Nutshell—“My Purple Scented Novel” follows the perfect crime of
literary betrayal, scrupulously wrought yet unscrupulously executed. Published to celebrate Ian McEwan’s 70th birthday. “You
will have heard of my friend the once celebrated novelist Jocelyn Tarbet, but I suspect his memory is beginning to fade. . . .
You’d never heard of me, the once obscure novelist Parker Sparrow, until my name was publicly connected with his. To a
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knowing few, our names remain rigidly attached, like the two ends of a seesaw. His rise coincided with, though did not cause,
my decline. . . . I don’t deny there was wrongdoing. I stole a life, and I don’t intend to give it back. You may treat these few
pages as a confession.”
New from the bestselling author of Atonement and The Children Act Trudy has betrayed her husband, John. She's still in the
marital home—a dilapidated, priceless London townhouse—but John's not there. Instead, she's with his brother, the profoundly
banal Claude, and the two of them have a plan. But there is a witness to their plot: the inquisitive, nine-month-old resident of
Trudy's womb. Told from a perspective unlike any other, Nutshell is a classic tale of murder and deceit from one of the
world’s master storytellers.
Set in late 1980s Europe at the time of the fall of the Berlin Wall, Black Dogs is the intimate story of the crumbling of a
marriage, as witnessed by an outsider. Jeremy is the son-in-law of Bernard and June Tremaine, whose union and estrangement
began almost simultaneously. Seeking to comprehend how their deep love could be defeated by ideological differences Bernard
and June cannot reconcile, Jeremy undertakes writing June's memoirs, only to be led back again and again to one terrifying
encouner forty years earlier—a moment that, for June, was as devastating and irreversible in its consequences as the changes
sweeping Europe in Jeremy's own time. In a finely crafted, compelling examination of evil and grace, Ian McEwan weaves the
sinister reality of civiliation's darkest moods—its black dogs—with the tensions that both create love and destroy it.
The setting is Berlin. Into this divided city, wrenched between East and West, between past and present; comes twenty-fiveyear-old Leonard Marnham, assigned to a British-American surveillance team. Though only a pawn in an international plot that
is never fully revealed to him, Leonard uses his secret work to escape the bonds of his ordinary life -- and to lose his
unwanted innocence. The promise of his new life begins to be fulfilled as Leonard becomes a crucial part of the surveillance
team, while simultaneously being initiated into a new world of love and sex by Maria, a beautiful young German woman. It is a
promise that turns to horror in the course of one terrible evening -- a night when Leonard Marnham learns just how much of
his innocence he's willing to shed.
From the Booker Prize winning author of Amsterdam, a brilliant new novel. On the hottest day of the summer of 1935, thirteenyear-old Briony Tallis sees her sister Cecilia strip off her clothes and plunge into the fountain in the garden of their country
house. Watching her is Robbie Turner, son of the Tallis’s cleaning lady, whose education has been subsidized by Cecilia’s and
Briony’s father, and who, like Cecilia, has recently come down from Cambridge. By day's end, their lives will be changed –
irrevocably. Robbie and Cecilia will have crossed a boundary they had not imagined at its start. And Briony will have witnessed
mysteries, seen an unspeakable word, and committed a crime for which she will spend the rest of her life trying to atone⋯
Brilliant and utterly enthralling in its depiction of love and war and class and childhood and England, An Atonement is a
profound – and profoundly moving – exploration of shame and forgiveness, of atonement and of the possibility of absolution.
Now a Major Motion Picture starring Emma Thompson, Stanley Tucci, and Fionn Whitehead. One of the Best Books of the Year:
The Washington Post, NPR, Vogue, BookRiot Fiona Maye is a leading High Court judge who presides over cases in the family
division. She is renowned for her fierce intelligence, exactitude, and sensitivity. But her professional success belies private
sorrow and domestic strife. There is the lingering regret of her childlessness, and now her marriage of thirty years is in crisis.
At the same time, she is called on to try an urgent case: Adam, a beautiful seventeen-year-old boy, is refusing for religious
reasons the medical treatment that could save his life, and his devout parents echo his wishes. Time is running out. Should the
secular court overrule sincerely expressed faith? In the course of reaching a decision, Fiona visits Adam in the hospital—an
encounter that stirs long-buried feelings in her and powerful new emotions in the boy. Her judgment has momentous
consequences for them both.
Darkly brilliant short fiction by the New York Times-bestselling, Booker Prize-winning author of Machines Like Me and
Atonement. A two-timing pornographer becomes the unwilling object in the fantasies of one of his victims. A jaded millionaire
buys himself the perfect mistress and plunges into a hell of jealousy and despair. Over the course of a weekend, a guilt-ridden
father with his teenage daughter discovers the depths of his own blundering innocence. Whether these are the written
transcripts of dreams or deadly accurate maps of the tremor zones of our psyche, all seven stories in this collection implicate
us in the most fearful ways imaginable. “His stories are complex and his prose, like Orwell’s, is as clear as windowpane⋯
McEwan’s comic edge gives these stories a moral force. They are not meant simply to shock and horrify middle-class readers.
Rather, like all good satire, they seek to unmask hypocrisy and cruelty.”—The Washington Post Book World
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